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Abstract

The purposes of this research were: (1) validating Kim’s (2007) simulation
method by applying analytic methods and (2) comparing the two different Robust
Parameter Design methods with three measures of performance (label accuracy for
enemy, friendly, and clutter). Considering the features of CID, input variables were
defined as two controllable (threshold combination of detector and classifier) and three
uncontrollable (map size, number of enemies and friendly).
The first set of experiments considers Kim’s method using analytical methods.
In order to create response variables, Kim’s method uses Monte Carlo simulation. The
output results showed no difference between simulation and the analytic method.
The second set of experiments compared the measures of performance between a
standard RPD used by Kim and a new method using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).
To find optimal combinations of detection and classification thresholds, Kim’s model
uses regression with a combined array design, whereas the ANNs method uses ANN with
a crossed array design. In the case of label accuracy for enemy, Kim’s solution showed
the higher expected value, however it also showed a higher variance. Additionally, the
model’s residuals were higher for Kim’s model.
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COMBAT IDENTIFICATION MODELING USING
NEURAL NETWORK TECHNIQUES

I. Introduction

Background
“Historically, friendly fire incidents have accounted for about 15 percent of all
casualties on the battlefield. Operation Desert Storm in 1991 was no exception and
fratricide rates showed no improvement during the 2001 Division Capstone Exercise, a
test of Army digitization. The Future Force will be equally vulnerable unless a reliable
combat identification system is fielded. Friendly fire, or fratricide, incidents killed or
injured about 17 percent of the American casualties during Operation Desert Storm in
1991” [14]. After the war in the Gulf, U.S. officials vowed to reduce the number of
friendly fire incidents in future conflicts. The "100 hour" Desert Storm ground campaign
explained the brutality and the high tempo of modern war. For several days, almost one
million coalition forces and more than ten thousand armored vehicles engaged in an
intense and continuous battle, often in rainy weather [14]. “Unlike previous conflicts
where the front lines remained relatively fixed, Operation Desert Storm was characterized
by a dynamic, often confused battlefield where individual combat vehicle crews and units,
caught up in the rapid advance punctuated by pitched skirmishes and battles, sometimes
lost their "situational awareness" of where they were and where the enemy and friendly
forces were.” [14]
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Successful Combat Identification (CID) is a very important factor to success in
various missions of combat. For instance, a reliable detection and classification of an
enemy target is essential at the real battle field. Since modern enemies, such as al’Qaeda,
tend to hide in cluttered urban areas, it is extremely hard to destroy them without civilian
casualties and collateral damage. Thus, we need rapid, effective CID processing in order
to succeed in future combat. A good method to assess the iterative CID process is
simulation, and constructing appropriate prediction model of detection and classification
is important, since wrong model could lead to fratricide in the complex battlefield.
Research Problem
In the fall of 1994, a DoD Combat CID Study was performed at the request of Dr.
Paul Kaminski to do a DoD-wide review of CID, and this study was completed by the
summer of 1995 [2]. The Defense Science Board Task Force concluded that there was no
crisis in CID calling for extraordinary action and suggested the maintaining of current
CID budgets and activities [2:45-47]. After the Task Force’s report, CID has been
investigated considerably, especially with respect to automatic target recognition (ATR).
The study of the ATR model has been conducted by Dr. Bauer and his students at AFIT.
And Dr. Bauer and Capt. Kim constructed a full process model of CID including ATR;
however, the regression method used in the Kim’s model is only linear. Artificial Neural
Networks (ANNs) afford a richer representation and, as such, are the focus of this
research.
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Research Objective
In this paper we first need to validate Kim’s simulation method. The method
uses Monte Carlo simulation to create response variables. This research compares Kim’s
response variables to theoretical values, based on Bayes’ theorem.
Also, this paper considers three measures of performance (label accuracy for
enemy targets, label accuracy for friendly objects and label accuracy for clutter objects)
in comparing Kim’s regression and this new Artificial Neural Network (ANNs) method.
Optimal points are determined by each method and contrasted through confirmation
experiments.
Scope
This paper will mainly deal with validating Kim’s simulation with probability
theory and constructing a prediction model of CID and its evaluation techniques. In order
to construct a prediction model, this research use only ANNs method, however, this
research will motivate further research using different techniques.
Overview
The next four chapters provide detailed information and descriptions of this
research. Chapter two summarizes the literature relating directly to this research. Chapter
three explains the CID model established for this research and outlines the methodology
used to perform the problem discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. Chapter four presents
the description of experiments and the results of the analysis. Chapter five provides the
author’s conclusions and recommendations for future research.
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II. Literature Review

Overview of Department of Defense Modeling and Simulation Pyramid
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) is defined as “The process of designing a model
of a system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose either of
understanding the behavior of the system or of evaluating various strategies for the
operation of the system” [1]. There are numerous reasons why computer simulation is
used for modeling a system. For instance, simulation model could be quiet complex, if
we need to represent a system in detail, however we can still analyze the complex model.
And if a specific system requires dangerous or expensive situations in real world, then we
should use computer simulation. Especially, it would be impossible and immoral to
process a real combat in order to simply test a new weapon [4:5].
A model of a real system is a representation of some of the components of the
system and of some of their actions and interrelationships which are useful for
description or forecast the behavior of the system [6: Sec I, 1].
Model Hierarchy
Combat models use a multi-tiered hierarchical family of models [3]. The bottom
of the pyramid is a high resolution combat model including the detailed interactions of
individual combatants or weapons. The focus on details makes high resolution models as
reasonably credible representation of combat, but also limits high-resolution models to
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fairly small forces [6: Sec I,3].

Increasing
Aggregation

Campaign

Higher
Resolution

Mission
Engagement
Engineering
Figure 1: DoD M&S Pyramid [3]
Since the primary model applied in this research considers the engagement and
battles, a high resolution model is designed to determine the operational performance of
the system.

Description of CID Mission
Definition
CID is the process of achieving an accurate characterization of entities in a
combatant’s area the responsibility to the extent that high confidence, real-time
application of tactical options and weapon resources can occur. The objective of CID is
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to maximize control and mission effectiveness, while reducing the total number of
victims as a result of enemy action and fratricide [2:1].
Importance of effective CID

Figure 2: Importance of Effective CID [5:4]

Figure 2 shows why execution of a correct CID is important. If an object is
enemy, but not identified as hostile, and thus the Blue force does not destroy it, ships and
crews of the Blue force may be lost, eventually wars would be lost. Furthermore, if the
object is friendly or civilian and the Blue force destroys the result of a false identification,
then lives are lost and wars can be started [5:3]
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Areas of CID Scenarios
CID for real time target identification to combatants has four mission areas: (1)
surface-to-surface, (2) air-to-surface, (3) surface-to-air, and (4) air-to-air. Figure 3 shows
the difference of proportions between the old wars and a recent war. Those percentages
are changed a only slightly, while many years are passed. ‘Operation Desert Storm’
indicates the importance of the surface-to-surface CID missions, however, it is hard to
say that the surface-to-surface mission is the most essential part of CID, since the
importance of CID mission can be changed in the environment of battlefield. For
instance, air-to-surface can be the most important mission area of CID where targeting on
ground is impossible or an aircraft fires directly after targeting, involving the collateral
damage.

Figure 3: The proportions of CID mission [16]
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Constructing a model

Figure 4 : Ways to study a system[8]
If an experiment with model of a system is possible, we can build a mathematical
model, it must then be checked to see how it can be used to answer the questions of
interest about the system it is supposed to represent. If the model can be represented in a
simple form, it may be possible to get an analytic solution. When an analytical solution
of a mathematical model is available and is computationally efficient, it is usually
desirable to model the system in this way rather than through a simulation [8].
Analytic Model
An analytical model consists of an explicit mathematical formula for each of the
output variables as a function of the only input variables. Analytical solutions are
obtained by using the rules of mathematics to manipulate the equation of the model with
the achievement of the required output formats. Analytical solutions are desirable, since
the relationship between input and output is shown as an explicit and hopefully simple
formula. An analytic solution will typically consist of; (1) an explicit formula for the
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probability of the output variable, or (2) an explicit formula for the mean value of the
output variable [6: Sec I, 6].
Simulation Model
A simulation model solution is obtained by sequential action of the processes and
interactions of the model. This is usually done with a digital computer, so that simulation
models are particularly suitable for the models whose relationships are expressed in a
procedural rather than algebraically. Simulation is the solution method that can best deal
with complex, dynamic, high resolution models of force-on-force combat where
simplifying assumptions would seriously disrupt the model of the representation of the
real world system [6: Sec I, 7].
A common problem in many defense decision-making contexts that "modeling" is
combined with "simulation." Although an increasing number of operational and
executive decisions depend on the results of a growing list of large, complex
computerized renditions of combat, a small number of the analysts who use these
"simulations" fully understand the mathematical relations, or models, that drive them.
This may lead to a false sense of formality and the validity to the decisions the models
support. Analysts often approve the analysis results "from the simulation," as if that fact
alone has analytical validity. The match between the mathematical guts of a simulation
and the structure of the problem being simulated is often ignored. Despite the
importance of verification, validation and accreditation (VV & A), simulation VV & A is
inconsistently applied in practice - especially with regard to the suitability of
mathematical models to real-world processes [17:2].
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Validating the Output from the Overall Simulation Model
The most definitive test of the validity on a simulation model is to establish that
its output data closely resembles the output data expected from the actual system. This is
called ‘results validation’, and there are several ways this can be implemented [8:259].
Comparison with an Existing System
If a system under study is similar to an existing system, then a simulation model
of the existing system can be developed and its output data compared to those from the
existing system itself. If the output data from two sets are closely matched, the model of
the existing system is valid. The comparison of the model and system output data could
be done using the numerical statistics such as the mean, variance and correlation
function. Alternatively, the assessment can be made using graphs such as histograms,
distribution functions, and plots with ‘Microsoft Excel’ or ‘MATLAB’ [8:259].
Comparison with Expert Opinion
Regardless of existence of a system, experts of simulation should review the
simulation results for reasonableness. If the simulation results are consistent with
perceived system behavior, then the model can be said to have ‘face validity’.
Comparison with Another Model
If another model was developed for the same system and for a similar purpose,
then it could be a valid representation. Numerical statistics or graphical plots with
‘Microsoft Excel’ or ‘MATLAB’ can be a method for comparing two models. However,
even if the two models produce similar results, we cannot say the model is necessarily
valid, since both models could have a similar error [8:263]. An analytic model is used in
this research in order to validate Kim’s simulation with Baye’s rule, and described later
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in the methodology. This research constructs a new model of the system using the ANN
method, then compares results between Kim’s model and the ANN model. The methods
and experiments will be explained in later chapters.

Animation
An animation can be an effective way to find invalid model assumptions and
improve the credibility of a simulation model [8: 264].

Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis are used to describe the
tradeoff between true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) in signal detection
theory. Besides being a commonly useful performance measure, ROC analyses are
especially useful when observing skewed class distribution and different classification
error costs. These properties are very important in the area of cost-sensitive learning and
learning in the presence of unbalanced classes [7:1].

Figure 5: Confusion Matrix and Common Performance Metrics [7:2]
11

Figure 5 shows four possible outcomes based on classifier and instance. ‘Y’ and
‘N’ mean the hypothesized declaration of positive or negative, relative to some target
class, that is, ‘Y’ is positive output of simulation. ‘N’ is negative output of simulation. ‘p’
and ‘n’ denote the true class. If the true class is positive and its simulation output is also
positive, it is a true positive; if the predicted output is negative it is a false negative. If the
true class is negative and the simulation output classified as negative, it is a true negative;
if the predicted output classified as positive, it is a false positive. A set of true classes and
predicted classes can be used to construct a two-by-two confusion matrix (CM).

Figure 6: ROC Space Graph

ROC graphs have two dimensions in which the Y axis is true positive (TP) rate
and the X axis is false positive (FP) rate. Figure 6 shows ROC space with five discrete
classifiers generating a (FP rate, TP rate) pair corresponding to its class value. Point A,
(0, 1) represents perfect positive classification. This point is the best possible prediction,
representing 100% sensitivity (recall) and specificity (1-fp rate). Performance in the
northwest (FP low, TP high), represents the best classification. Classifiers appearing on
the left-hand side of the ROC graph, near the X axis, may be thought of as
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“conservative”: they make positive classifications only with strong evidence so they
make few false positive errors, but they often have low TPRs as well [7:3]. Classifiers on
the upper right-hand side of an ROC graph may be thought of as “liberal”: they make
positive classifications with weak evidence so they classify nearly all positives correctly,
but they often have high FPRs [7:3]. In Figure 6, B is more conservative than C′.
The point D on the diagonal line represents completely random guess. And the
point C located in the lower right triangle shows worse performance than random guess.
The relation between point C and C′ shows an opposite condition of classification output
on every true class – its TP rate becomes false negative rate (FNR) and its FP rate
becomes true negative rate (TNR). Hence, point C in the lower right triangle is negated to
point C′ in the upper left triangle.

What methods are used for Combat Identification
Monte Carlo Simulation and Regression (Kim 2007))
A Monte Carlo simulation can be defined as a model using random numbers, that
is, U(0, 1) random variates. It is used for solving stochastic or deterministic problems
[5:73]. The name “Monte Carlo” simulation is derived from World War II, and Monte
Carlo simulation is widely applied for solving statistics problems that are not analytically
tractable [8:74]. Since Monte Carlo simulation has repeated calculations of random
numbers, it is suitable in a computer calculations as Kim made MATLAB code in his
thesis [4:23].
In order to make a prediction model Kim focused on the linear regression models.
The general regression model is represented by equation (2.1).
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=
y β 0 + β1 x1 + β 2 x2 + ⋅⋅⋅ + β k xk + ε

(2.1)

Where y is the response variable, β j s ( j = 0,1,..., k ) are regression coefficients and
xi s (i = 0,1,..., k ) are predictor variables [11:374]. This research will explain Kim’s
method in following chapters.
Bayesian Networks

Figure 7: Example of Bayesian Networks [5:7]
Figure 7 is an example of a Bayesian network. The standard problem involving a
Bayesian network is the calculation of the probability of the hypothesis of different states
through various mediating variables. Bayesian networks are easy to create or modify.
Bayesian networks can mix historical modeling and simulation, and expert judgment. The
structure and parameters can be drawn from data. They offer several advantages over
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standard statistical techniques since they use conditional independence to reduce the
number of estimation parameters. Since efficient algorithms were developed in the late
1980s for the calculation of probability, they are easy to operate. These graphical models
are more understandable than neural networks [5:6].

Mathematical Frame Work for CID Simulation [4:27-28]
Kim constructed confusion matrices (CM) of the detection, classification and
overall CID system, since both detection and classification are essential parts of CID.
Table 1: Detection, Classification and System Confusion Matrices

The above three tables show a CM of the detection process (top), that of
classification process (middle) and that of the system (bottom). The color of each cell
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between the three tables shows the relationships between the cells, since the classification
depends on the output results of the detection process, which is to say that something
must be detected before proceeding in the classification process. We see all the detected
simulation output of the detection on the classification CM. The sum of the same colors
on the system will coincide with the graph shown on the detection process CM table of
the same color. Kim calculated TPR, ECR (critical error) and label accuracy.
The TPR for a enemy is P("E"| E) , the probability of labeling enemy given true
enemy. The equation for this probability is
=
P (" E " E )

P (" E "E ) first row and column of system's CM
. (2.2)
≈
P( E )
sum of first column of system's CM

The ECR (FPR), the probability true friend given labeled enemy for fratricide, can be
represented in the similar manner.
=
P ( F " E ")

P( F " E ") first row and second column of system's CM
. (2.3)
≈
sum of first row of system's CM
P( E )

The ECR is represented in horizontal analyses of the CM frequency counts. In this effort,
Kim also defined the label accuracy which is actually needed by a warfighter before he
makes fire decision.
=
P ( E " E ")

P ( E " E ") first row and column of system's CM
. (2.4)
≈
P (" E ")
sum of first row of system's CM
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The Neural Network
“Neural Nets can be classified in a systematic way as systems or models
composed of “nodes” and “arcs”, where the nodes are artificial neurons or units (in order
to distinguish them from their biological counterparts, which they mimic only with
respect to the most basic features). Usually, within a specific NN all units are the same.
The arcs, or connections between the units, simultaneously mimic the biological axons
and the dendrites (in biology, the fan-in or input-gathering devices) including the
synapses (i.e. the information interface between the firing axon and the informationtaking dendrite). Their artificial counterpart is just a “weight” (given by a realvalued
number) that reflects the strength of a given “synaptic” connection” [9:8]. The type of
connection is the basis for the enormous diversity in NN architectures, with great
diversity in their behavior. Figure 8 shows the described relationships between the
biological neuron and its artificial counterpart, the unit [9].

Figure 8: Neuron and Unit [9]
Artificial neural networks are an active area of research and application, in
particular for the analysis of large, complex, highly nonlinear problems [13: Sec9.7].
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The advantages of neural networks are follows [15]:
•

The principal advantage of neural networks is that it is possible to train a neural
network to perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the
connections (weights) between elements. For example, if we wanted to train a
neuron model to estimate a specific function, the weights which multiply each
input signal will be updated to the output from the neuron is similar to the
function.

•

Neural networks are composed of elements which operate in parallel. Parallel
processing allows increased speed of calculation compared to slower sequential
processing.

Figure 9: Diagram shows the parallelism of neural networks [15]
•

Artificial neural networks (ANN) have memory. The memory in neural networks
corresponds to the weights in the neurons. Neural networks are trained offline and
then in an adaptive learning process that takes place.
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Types of Activation Function [18: 12-15]
The activation function defines the output of a neuron in terms of the induced
local field υ. There are three basic types of activation functions:
•

Threshold function: For this type of activation function, showed in Fugure.10, we
have

if ν ≥ 0
if ν < 0

1
0

ϕ (ν ) = 

(2.5)

In engineering literature, the threshold function is usually referred to as a
Heaviside function. Correspondingly, the output of neuron k employing a
threshold function can be represented by
if υk ≥ 0

1
yk = 
0

if υk < 0

(2.6)

where υk is the induced local field of the neurons; that is,

=
υk
•

m

∑w
j =1

kj

x j + bk

(2.7)

Piecewise-Linear Function: For the piecewise-linear function showed in Figure.

10, we have

+1,

ϕ (ν ) = ν ,
−1,


ν ≥ +1
−1 < ν < +1
ν ≤ −1

(2.8)

where the amplification factor inside the linear region is assumed to be unity. This
form of an activation function can be regarded as an approximation to a nonlinear
amplifier.
•

Sigmoid Function: The sigmoid function is the most common form of activation
used in the construction of artificial neural network. An example of the sigmoid
function is the logistic function, represented by
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ϕ (ν ) =

1
1 + exp(−aν )

(2.9)

where a is the slope parameter of sigmoid function. By changing the parameter

a , we can obtain sigmoid functions of different slopes.
The activation function showed in Eqs. (2.5), (2.8) and (2.9) range from 0 to +1.
Having the activation function range from -1 to +1 is desirable, the threshold
function of equation (2.5) can be defined as

+1

ϕ (ν ) = 0
−1


if ν > 0
if ν = 0
if ν < 0

(2.10)

Figure 10: Three types of activation
This research employed a log-sigmoid function.

Dynamic multiresponse system
A dynamic system with multiresponse can be shown as:

=
y jk f jk ( M k , X ) + e jk , for j = 1,2,…,r; k= 1,2,…,s. (2.11)

where fjk is the response function between the control factors and the jth response at the
kth level of signal factor; and ejk is a random error. For each dynamic response, a linear
form exists between the response and the signal factor. The ideal function can be shown
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as y=βM + e, where y denotes the response, M stands for the signal factor, β is the slope
or system’s sensitivity, and e represents the random error [10]. This research considers
two controllable factors with 100 levels each and three noise factors with 2 levels each.
Single factor enters into the system, and only one response variable is created by the
ANNs.

Figure 11: The Parameter Diagram of a dynamic muliresponse system [10]

Linearly Constrained Discrete Optimization (LCDO)
Optimization is an important tool in decision science and in the analysis of
systems. In order to make use of this tool, we have to first identify an objective function
and its variables. Our goal is to find the optimal threshold combinations that optimize the
objective function. However, the variables are often restricted or constrained. In the
optimization process, we first need an appropriate model, which has the process of
identifying objective, variables and constraints for a given problem [12:2].The model of
optimization including variables and constraints will be presented in the next Chapter.
Mathematically, optimization is the minimization or maximization of a function
subject to constraints on its variables [12:3]. We generally use the following notation:
1. x is the vector of variables, also called parameters or unknowns;
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2. f is the objective function, a (scalar) function of x that we want to
maximize or minimize;
3. ci are constraint functions, which are scalar functions of x that define
certain equations and inequalities that the unknown vector x must satisfy
[12:3].
Using this notation, the optimization problem can be represented as follows:
minn f ( x) subject to
x∈R

ci ( x=
) 0, i ∈ E ,
ci ( x) ≥ 0, i ∈ I

[12:3]

(2.12)

Here I and E are the sets of indices for equality and inequality constraints, respectively.

Figure 12: Example of Geometrical Representation of General Optimization Problem [4: 33]
Figure 12 shows the feasible region, which is the set of points satisfying all the
constraints, and the point x*, which is the solution of the problem. Sometimes it is more
convenient to label the variables with two or three subscripts [12:3-4].
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Analysis Techniques
Table 2: Comparison between Kim’s research and this research
Kim's research
Analysis method
Design

This research

Regression
Artificial Neural Networks
Analytic model
Simulation model
Combined Array

Crossed Array

To evaluate the output data, modelers would employ several techniques of
analysis, since it is more advisable than doing just one technique. If the modeler uses one
technique, he may get an incorrect evaluation about the output data. In this effort, two
different evaluation methods are contrasted. These methods are described in subsequent
sections.
Robust Parameter Design (RPD) with Taguchi’s S|N ratio: Crossed Array Design
The RPD is an approach to produce a realization of the activities that emphasizes
choice of the levels of controllable factors (or parameters) for two objectives: (1) to
ensure that the mean of the output response is at a desired level or target and (2) to ensure
that the variability around this target value is as small as possible [11:464]. The original
Taguchi methodology for RPD problem revolved around the use of statistical design for
the controllable variables and noise variables or uncontrollable variables [11:466]. An
indispensible part of the RPD problem is identifying the controllable variables and the
uncontrollable variables, and the noise variables affecting the process or product
performance, and then finding the optimal settings for the controllable variables that
minimize the variability from the noise variables [11:466].
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Taguchi’s methodology for the RPD problem resolves around the use of
orthogonal designs where an orthogonal array involving control variables is crossed with
an orthogonal array for the noise variables. For example, in Table 3, the control variables
are averaged in a 34-2 factorial design and the noise variables are arrayed in a 23 full
factorial arrangement. This result is a 72-run design called the crossed array [13].
Table 3: Example of Crossed Array Matrix [11:468].

Taguchi proposed two statistics from the crossed array design: the average of each
observation in the inner array for the control variable combination across all runs in the
outer array for noise variable combinations, and a summary statistic about the mean and
variance, called the signal-to-noise(S|N) ratio [11:468]. Then an analysis to decide the
setting of the controllable factors is performed for the mean as close as possible to the
desired target and a maximum value of the S|N ratio. [11:469]. There are three primary
SNRs. The selection of SNRs are depends on the purpose of the experiment; (1) the
experimenter wants to achieve a particular target value, (2) the experimenter wants to
maximize the response, (3) the experimenter wants to minimize the response [13:540541]
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 y2 
(1) The target is the best: SNRT = −10 log  2 
S 

(2.13)

 n 1/ yi 2 
(2) The Largest is the best: SNRL = −10 log  ∑

 i =1 n 

(2.14)

1 n

(3) The Smallest is the best: SNRS = −10 log  ∑ yi 2 
 n i =1


(2.15)

However, the mean and variance modeling approach using a cross array design
has a disadvantage that no direct benefit from the interactions between controllable
variables and noise variables, and in some examples, it can even mask these relationships
[11:471]. If we think of the SNRs (smallest is best), equation (2. 15), while

∑y

i

2

/ n is

the variability around the target of zero, it is clear that an analysis of the use of this SNR
cannot be separated from the location effects due to dispersion effect [13:542]. Thus, it
can be shown that
n
1 n
n −1 2
(∑ yi 2 / n) =
y 2 + (∑ yi 2 − ny 2 ) =
y2 + (
)S
n i1
n
=i 1 =

(2.16)

In the following chapter, we use variance instead of SNR, since this research
considers mean and variance as the response variables.
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Robust Parameter Design: Combined Array Design and the Response Model
Table 4: Example of a Combined Array Matrix [11:476]

Since interactions between controllable and noise factors are the key to a RPD,
Montgomery suggests combined array designs and the response model approach that
includes both controllable and noise factors and their interactions[11:471]. Table 4 is an
example of the combined array design with two controllable and three noise variables (251

with center points). Here x1 and x2 are controllable variables, z1,z2 and z3 are noise

variables. The model can be shown in regression form:
n

n

y =+
β 0 ∑ βi xi + ∑

n

∑

r

n

r

βij xi x j + ∑ γ i zi + ∑∑ δ ij xi z j + ε (2.17)

1
1 j=
1
1 j=
1
i=
i=
i +1
i=
i=

where βs are the control coefficients, γs are the noise coefficients and δs are the
interaction coefficients. It is very easy to generalize this regression form where f ( x) is
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the part of the model involving only the controllable variables and h( x, z ) are the terms
involving the main effects of noise factors and the interactions between controllable and
noise factors[11:472].
y ( x, z ) =f ( x) + h( x, z ) + ε (2.18)
n

n

f ( x) =
β 0 + ∑ βi xi + ∑
i= 1

h=
( x, z )

n

∑β

i = 1 j = i +1

r

n

r

∑ γ z + ∑∑ δ
i i

=i 1

x x j (2.19)

ij i

=i 1 =j 1

x z j (2.20)

ij i

If we assume that the mean of noise variables is zero, then the mean model for response
can be shown:
n

n

β 0 + ∑ βi xi + ∑
Ez [ y ( x, z )] =
f ( x) =
i= 1

n

∑β

i = 1 j = i +1

x x j [11:473] (2.21)

ij i

and if the covariance is zero, the variance model for response can be shown:

2

 ∂y ( x, z )  2
2
=
Vz [ y ( x, z )] ∑ 
 σ zi + σ [11:473]
∂zi 
i =1 
r

(2.22)

Contour plots (2D) and surface plots (3D) are typically used for showing mean model and
variance model. The object is finding the set of parameters with the highest expected
value and the lowest variance [4:37].
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III. Methodology
Introduction
This research is organized in two parts. The first part considers Kim’s method
using theoretical approaches. In order to create the responses, Kim’s method uses the
ROC analysis and Monte Carlo simulation mentioned in Chapter 2, however Monte Carlo
simulation in the Matlab code is complex and requires too much time. Thus, this research
replaces Kim’s method with analytical techniques based on Bayes’s rule.
The second part compares output results between Kim’s and ANNs method. Both
methods have same CID scenario which is an Air to Ground scenario. The basic concept
is shown in the figure below.

Figure 13: Concept Picture of CID Process [4:38]
First, the friendly force’s aircraft divide the ROI into constant size blocks. Then
the aircraft performs detection and classification for each block and saves the result as
data in the model. In this effort, we assume Non-cooperative communication for doing
detection and classification in the given ROI, and declare enemy, friend or clutter based
on the output of the system. Kim’s method uses the ROC analysis and Monte Carlo
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simulation mentioned in Chapter 2 to create the responses (the label accuracies) of the
simulation, however, this research uses a theoretical method that will be mentioned later.
After finding the responses, Kim’s method obtains optimal ROC threshold settings by
applying RPD with a combined array design. This research also finds optimal ROC
settings by using ANNs with a crossed array design. CID simulation needs several inputs,
such as: an artificially formed area (battlefield) consisting of enemies, friends, neutrals
and clutter, prior confusion matrices (CM) obtained from predetermined ROC curves and
cost coefficients associated with the incorrect detection and classification. In this
research, the prior ROC threshold is identical to the prior CM because, predetermined
ROC thresholds are expressed through the prior CM (See Table 1). The most important
output data of the CID simulation is the CM with attributes to obtain optimal ROC
thresholds settings which optimize objective functions such as maximum label accuracy
of the system and minimum error. [4:38-39]
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Validation of Kim’s Method
Flow chart of CID

Figure 14: Flow Chart of CID
Figure 14 shows the flow of CID. First, the detector declares a potential target as
clutter or possible friendly or enemy. If the target is clutter, it is labeled “C”. If it is
friendly or enemy, it is passed to a classifier which is then used to discriminate between
friendly (F) and enemy (E). After detection, the classifier classifies the data that the
detector sent. If the classifier declares it is enemy, then the system recognizes it as
enemy. And if the classifier declares it is friendly, then the system recognizes it as
friendly.
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The TPR, FPR and Label Accuracy
Detector level
Table 5: CM of detector level [4:27]

=
P(" E 
F "| E F)

=
P(" E  F " | C )

P((" E F ") ( E F )) first row and column of detector's CM
(3. 1)
=
P( EUF )
sum of first column of detector's CM

P((" E  F ")  C ) first row and second column of detector's CM
(3. 2)
=
P(C )
sum of second column of detector's CM

=
P( E 
F | " E F ")

P(( E  F )  (" E  F ")) first row and column of detector's CM
(3. 3)
=
P(" E  F ")
sum of first row of detector's CM

Equation (3. 1) is a TPR, (3. 2) is a FPR and (3. 3) is a Label accuracy of detector
level.
Classifier level
Table 6: CM of classifier level [4:27]

=
P(" E " | E )

P (" E " E ) first row and column of Classifier's CM
(3. 4)
=
P( E )
sum of first column of Classifier's CM
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=
P(" E " | F )

P (" E "F ) first row and second column of Classifier's CM
(3. 5)
=
P( F )
sum of second column of Classifier's CM

=
P( E | " E ")

P( E " E ") first row and column of Classifier's CM
(3. 6)
=
sum of first row of Classifier's CM
P(" E ")

Equation (3. 4) is a TPR, (3. 5) is a FPR and (3. 6) is a Label accuracy of
classifier level.
System level
Table 7: CM of system level [4:27]

=
P(" E " | E )

=
P (" E " | F )

P(" E " E ) first row and column of system's CM
(3. 7)
=
P( E )
sum of first column of system's CM

P (" E " F ) first row and second column of system's CM
(3. 8)
=
P( F )
sum of second column of system's CM

=
P( E | " E ")

P( E " E ") first row and column of system's CM
(3. 9)
=
P(" E ")
sum of first row of system's CM

Equation (3. 7) is a TPR, (3. 8) is a FPR and (3. 9) is a Label accuracy of system
level.

Assumptions
Each detector and classifier occupies a predetermined ROC curve. A neutral force
and civilian are mixed with the clutter. There are three characteristics in a virtual ROI
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such as an enemy, a friendly force, and clutter. All entities must be declared into one of
these three categories, and no entity can be non-declared.
Data and Response Variable
Table 8: Example of Design Matrix
Comb. #

TPR_D

FPR_D

TPR_C

FPR_C

1
2
3
4
5
6
∙
∙
159,996
159.997
159,998
159,999
160,000

0.4422
0.4932
0.5694
0.6098
0.644
0.674
∙
∙
1
1
1
1
1

0.0005
0.001
0.0015
0.002
0.0025
0.003
∙
∙
0.048
0.0485
0.049
0.0495
0.05

0.4082
0.4082
0.4082
0.4082
0.4082
0.4082
∙
∙
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667

0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005
∙
∙
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

Map
# of
# of Enemy
size
Friend
15
2
2
15
2
2
15
2
2
15
2
2
15
2
2
15
2
2
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
75
6
6
75
6
6
75
6
6
75
6
6
75
6
6

Rep.
1
1
1
1
1
1
∙
∙
2
2
2
2
2

There are controllable factors and noise factors in the design matrix shown in
Table 8. The controllable factors are the ROC thresholds combination for detection and
classification and noise factors are the size of the ROI represented as the total sum of grid
points, the number of enemy targets and the number of friendly targets. We have two
controllable factors with 100 levels each and three noise factors with 2 levels each. Also
this data has two replications. Thus the experiment is a full factorial design, consisting of
160,000 design points (100 2 * 24 = 160,000) [4:42].
In this section, we have only one response variable. The TPR of the real system
defined as P(“E”│E),and is generally determined in test environment. In contrast, a
warfighter actually does not want the TPR of the system, P(“E”│E) but rather P(E│”E”);
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they want to know the label accuracy of the target of interest to avoid tragedies such as
fratricide, collateral damage, and so on before they make decision and firing.[4:52]
Kim’s Method [4:43]
Establishment of Virtual ROI to Set up System Environment

Figure 15: Configuration of ROI
Figure 15 shows the process of configuring a real ROI to virtual ROI via a matrix
to execute as a simulation. The CID process requires a virtual ROI to employ given
thresholds since detection and classification use a virtual ROI when they evaluate each
grid with a specific prior ROC threshold. There are a number of components that
construct an actual battlefield; however, this model deals only with enemy, friend, and
clutter (clutter includes neutrals, civilians, and all objects other than enemy or friendly).
In the virtual ROI, the enemy is represented by“1”, friend is represented by “2”, and
clutter is expressed by “0”. Each grid point can only have one characteristic out of three
(enemy, friend and clutter). As it is shown at Figure 15, the matrix established by these
three figures can be thought as a virtual ROI. Once the virtual ROI is established, the
system tests all ROC threshold combinations by comparing it with random numbers and
declares the grid point enemy, friend or clutter based on the result of the comparison. The
virtual ROI is considered a noise factor because in the case of a real battlefield, the size
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of the ROI, the characteristics of the grid (enemy, friend or clutter), the number of enemy
and that of friend in the ROI, and so forth are generally hard to predict.
Detection and Classification Process [4:46-47]
The model established a virtual ROI according to the design matrix at the opening
of the simulation. The system performs detection and classification processes and makes
posterior CMs by employing 10,000 prior CM combinations at the established virtual
ROI. To test one prior CM combination, Kim uses Monte Carlo simulations, a random
number comparison method. That is, the system compares its prior CM combinations
with a random number from 0 to 1 in terms of every grid point which is on the preestablished virtual ROI and decides success or failure of the detection and the
classification.

for k = 2:numberchoices
out(k,1) = prob(k) + out(k-1,1);
end
check = 0;
index = 1;
while check == 0
if out(index,1) >= rand(1)
output1(i,j) = column_d(index);
check = 1;
else
index = index + 1;
end
end

True Classes
Enemy or Friend

Clutter

Prob ( " EF" | E or F )

Prob ( " EF" | C )

Prob ( " C" | E or F )

Prob ( " C" | C )

True Classes
Enemy or Friend

Clutter

Prob ( " EF" | E or F )

Prob ( " EF" | C )

Prob ( " EF" | E or F ) +
Prob ( " C" | E or F ) = 1

Prob ( " EF" | C ) +
Prob
Prob ( " C" | C ) = 1

Figure 16: The Part of detection and Classification MATLAB Code and its Description
As we see at ROC curve theory, the sum of TPR and FNR and that of FPR and
TNR are equal to 1. The matrix on the top right (a prior CM for detection) of the
Figure16 is a graphical representation of first three lines of the MATLAB code on the left
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while the remaining lines perform transition to lower matrix. The MATLAB function,
“Rand (1)” creates a random number between 0 and 1. For example, when there is an
object (enemy or a friendly force at) on a grid point of the established virtual ROI and the
“Rand (1)” is equal to 0.623, then if the TPR of detection is greater than 0.623, the
process recognizes the detection of the object, but if not greater than 0.623 the process
declares that grid point as clutter. In case of detection, the situation can always be
included within one of both mentioned cases because, “Rand (1)” is smaller than one and
the sum of TPR and FNR is always one.

Theoretical Method
Label Accuracy of Detector
If we use Bayes’s rule, the label accuracy of Detector is represented by equation
(3.10).
P( EF " EFD ") =

=

P(" EFD " EF ) * P( EF )
P(" EFD " EF ) * P( EF ) + P (" EFD " C ) * P (C )

TPD * P ( EF )
(3.10)
TPD * P ( EF ) + FPD * P (C )

Label Accuracy of Classifier
The label accuracy of Classifier is shown in equation (3.11). A value of 0.5 of
equation (3.11) means that the probability of a target being enemy or friendly given its
designation as clutter is equal, that is, P(“E”│C) and the P(“F”│C) are equal.
P( E " EC ") =

P(" EC " E ) * P( E )
P(" EC " E ) * P( E ) + P(" EC " F ) * P( F ) + P(" EC " C ) * P(C )
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=

TPC * P( E )
(3.11)
TPC * P( E ) + FPC * P( F ) + 0 .* P5(C )

Label Accuracy of System
In this case, since the two events of Detector and Classifier are independent, the
label accuracy of System is the transformed equation (3.12).
P( E ("( E F ) D "" EC "))
=

P(("( E F ) D "" EC ") E ) * P( E )
P(("( E F ) D "" EC ") E ) * P( E ) + P(("( E F ) D "" EC " F ) * P( F ) + P(("( E F ) D EC ") C ) * P(C )

=

TPD * TPC * P ( E )
TPD * TPC * P ( E ) + TPD * FPC * P ( F ) + FPD *0 .* P5(C )
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(3.12)

Comparison between Kim’s Method and ANN Method

Figure 17: Comparison of Kim’s Method and ANN Method
Both methods have similar procedures for the actual experiment. The differences are the
model and method for predicted values. Kim’s model uses simulation, however, as this
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research proves, the equation model generates the same response variables. In order to
generate predicted values, Kim’s method uses regression, while this research uses ANN.

Finding the Feasible Region [4]
After obtaining the responses and other output values, we find the feasible region
that satisfies the constraints. Before we determine the feasible region, we need to take an
average of system responses for 10,000 different controllable factors (threshold
combinations or prior CM combinations). We obtain 6 cases of responses by employing
three noise factors with two levels for one specific threshold pair (Detec(FPR, TPR),
Class (FPR, TPR)). By taking an average, we can get average values in terms of variance
and the system TPR for 10,000 different controllable factors. Then we find the feasible
region by comparing each average response with its critical value in the following
equations.
E (Variance)≤ maximum Error rate(i), i = 1, 2, 3 (3.13)

system TPR ≥ minimum TPR (3.14)
The maximum error rate and the minimum TPR of the system are affected by the
quality of ROC curves. This is because if we use low quality ROC curves and high
critical values, it is hard to find threshold combinations which satisfy constraints and
thus, it is hard to construct a feasible region.

Finding Optimal Threshold Combination
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Most decision makers on a real battlefield would want the higher label accuracy
and the lower propagation of error (POE). This is because a higher POE could cause
unpredicted collateral damage, and lower label accuracy could lead to fratricide in real
battlefields. This research finds an optimal threshold combination with the higher mean
value and the lowest variance for these variables.

Figure 18: Example of Optimal threshold combination
We can see the optimal point from Figure 18. The 0.5 of TPR has the highest
mean value and the lowest variance. However, the highest mean value could also have
high variance. In this case, the decision maker should decide optimal threshold
combination that has high mean value and appropriate variance in the system.
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Evaluation of Output between Kim’s method and ANNs
The evaluation methods were briefly explained previously. In this part we
consider again the meaning of three measures of performance ( P ( E " E ") , P( F " F ") and

P(C " C ") ), and this research will compare output data between Kim’s method and
ANNs method.
The residual values are e=
yi − yˆi , where yˆi is the predicted or fitted value from
i
ANN and regression analysis. Residuals provide considerable information about
unexplained variability. [13: Sec 2, 7] For example, when the range of residuals is wide,
the unexplained variance is also high.

Figure 19: Example of residual in CID
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RPD with Combined Array Design [4]
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Figure 20: CID Evaluation Example at RPD
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Figure 20 shows the procedure of evaluation by RPD with a combined array
design matrix. After finishing the simulation for all threshold combinations, we first do a
regression with combined array design, and make a mean model and a propagation of
error model. Then the contour plots for those models are constructed and an overlapping
figure is also made. By comparing the value of the mean and the propagation error we
can find subjective robust point(s).
There is an implicit optimization, that is
MAX E(Response(xD,xC))=(Detector(FPR,TPR), Classifier(FPR,TPR))
Such that
VAR(Response(xD,xC))≤ C
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ANNs with Crossed Array Design

Figure 21: CID Evaluation Example at ANNs
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Figure 21 shows the procedure of evaluation by ANNs with a crossed array
design matrix. After calculating the equations for all threshold combinations, we first
input response variables with crossed array design in the ANNs and make a mean model
and a propagation of error model. Then the contour plots for those models are constructed
and an overlapping figure is also made. By comparing the value of the mean and the
propagation error we can find subjective robust points. [4]
There is an implicit optimization, that is
MAX E(Response(xD,xC))=(Detector(FPR,TPR), Classifier(FPR,TPR))
Such that
VAR(Response(xD,xC))≤ C
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IV. Experiments and Results
Introduction
Herein are discussed two different sets of experiment and results. The first set
compares response variables between Kim’s and the analytic method. The second set
compares model performance (expected value and variance) between Kim’s method and
the ANN method. In the second set of experiments for both methods are across the same
data sets:
(1) Two notional ROC curves of the detector and classifier. The detector is
assumed to perform marginally better than the classifier.
(2) Greatly improved versions of the two notional ROC curves.
As we know through the previous Chapters, we have two responses, these are
measures of performance:
(1) Label accuracy for enemy ( P ( E " E ") )
(2) Label accuracy for friend ( P( F " F ") )
For each ROC curve set, we will get these measures of performance (MoPs) and optimal
threshold combinations. In order to generate MoPs, Kim’s method uses combined array
design and ANN method uses crossed array design.
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Analytic Verification of Kim’s Method
Output of label accuracy
The Table 9 shows that the mean value of each method is almost same.
Additionally, the mean value is also same when the settings of noise variables (map size,
number of enemy and number of friendly) are changed. For example, in Table 9, the
outputs in the Lim for map size(15) are averaged across the # of enemy and # of friendly.
Table 9: Output data of each Method

Mean Model Surface
Figure 22 shows the mean model surface plot of each method. The X-axis is a true
positive rate of Detector, Y-axis is a true positive rate of Classifier and Z-axis is label
accuracy. Both methods have same plots and label accuracies are high when true positive
rates of Classifier are between 0.5 and 0.6.
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Figure 22: Mean Model Surface Plots
Variance Surface
Figure 23 shows the variance surface plots for each method. The higher variance
causes an error on the system. Thus, we want the low variances which are distributed
around true positive rate (0.8) of Classifier. Like the mean model surface plot, the two
plots are almost the same.

Figure 23: Variance Surface Plots
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Comparison output of 1st ROC curve set

Figure 24: ROC Curves for 1st Experiment Set
These ROC curves are created by RBFs. The red points at the first two graphs
have been utilized to erect two ROC curves. From the ROC curves, we gather one
hundred pairs of ((FPR), (TPR)) for detection and classification and thus, the total
number of ROC threshold combinations is 10,000 [4]. These are two notional ROC
curves of the detector and classifier. The detector is assumed to perform marginally better
than the classifier.
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Label accuracy of Enemy ( P ( E " E ") )
Kim’s Method

Figure 25: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Enemy for 1st ROC Set
As shown by Figure 25, the highest label accuracy happens when TPRD is around
0.5 and TPRC is around 0.65, and the lower variance occurs at the east quadrant of the
variance model. We need higher expected value and lower variance, however, the
maximum value of label accuracy is poor, because the 1st ROC set has high FPR. In this
research, we will employ ANNs in order to capture any non-linear effects missed in
Kim’s approach.
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ANNs Method

Figure 26: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Enemy for 1st ROC Set
Figure 26 shows more complex expected value and variance than Kim’s plots.
The higher label accuracy happens when TPRD is around 0.5 and TPRC is around 0.85,
and the lower variance turns out at the southeast quadrant of the variance model. Like
Kim’s method, the value of maximum expected value is poor. Seeing the same solution
suggests that a poor solution is the best we can expect given the relatively poor ROC
curves.
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Comparison between Kim’s method and ANNs Method
In order to evaluate the ANN method, we compare residual plots between Kim’s
method and the ANN method. These plots show that Kim’s residuals are distributed with
greater variance as compared with the ANN method.

Figure 27: Residual plots of Kim’s method and the ANN method (Note scale)
Optimal Points
Though both outputs of expected label accuracies are poor, we are interested in
points where we see higher expected value and the lower variance. However, it is
difficult to determine the optimal points from surface and contour plots. Thus, this
research uses plots of average mean and variance by TPRD and TPRC, and mean by
variance, in order to confirm optimal point.
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Kim’s method

Figure 28: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (Kim’s Method)
These plots are averaged across all settings. For instance, the circled points on
TPR_D settings are average across all TPRC settings. Figure 28 shows that mean and
variance has a negative relation, thus we can determine the best point more easily. The
left upper plot indicates the highest TPRD has a wide range of variance, since the highest
TPRD also has the highest FPR. The optimal point takes place at the black circle that
TPRD is 0.524 and TPRC is 0.6751.
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Figure 29: Plot of Mean by Variance
The plot of mean by variance in Figure 29 shows the same optimal point, that is, circled
point gives same threshold combination that TPRD is 0.524 and TPRC is 6751.
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ANNs method

Figure 30: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (ANNs Method)
Like Kim’s method, the highest label accuracies by TPRD occur where TPRD is
0.524, and the range of variance also higher when TPRD is around 1.0. However, the
highest label accuracy is where TPRC is 0.8919. The optimal point takes place at the
black circle that TPRD is 0.524 and TPRC is 0.8919. The plot mean by variance in Figure
31 suggests the same optimal point, and makes a clear visual choice.
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Figure 31: Plot of Mean by Variance
The solutions of the Kim’s method are the points of the 703rd threshold combination, and
the ANNs method is point of the 1303rd combination. Table 10 shows Kim’s solutions
have a higher mean value, also have a higher variance.
Table 10: Solution of both Method
Method
Kim
ANN

Comb#

TPR_D

TPR_C

FPR_D

FPR_C

703
1303

0.524
0.524

0.6751
0.8919

0.03
0.03

0.08
0.14
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Mean

Variance

0.591509 0.063446
0.544941 0.058444

Label accuracy of Friendly ( P( F " F ") )
Kim’s Method

Figure 32: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Friendly for 1st ROC Set
As shown by Figure 32, the highest label accuracy happens when TPRD is around
0.5 and TPRC is around 0.6, and the lowest variance occurs at the southwest quadrant of
the variance model. The maximum expected value is poor again. We obviously need a
better expected value and lower variance, although output seems to indicate a positive
relation between label accuracy and variance. Also, we can expect again that ANN would
be more accurate.
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ANNs Method

Figure 33: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Friendly for 1st ROC Set
Like plots of label accuracy for enemy, Figure 33 is more complex than plots of
Kim’s method. Figure 33 shows that the higher label accuracy occurs when TPRD is
around 0.5, and TPRC is around 0.9. The lower variances are distributed in the east
quadrant of model. The maximum label accuracy is poor.
Comparison between Kim’s method and ANNs Method
In order to evaluate ANNs method, this research compares again residual plot
between Kim’s method and ANNs method. These plots show that the residuals of Kim’s
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are wider than the ANN method and the residuals are much greater for friendly label
accuracy than for enemy label accuracy.

Figure 34: Residual plots of Kim’s method and the ANN method (Note scales)
Optimal Points
It is difficult to confirm optimal points from surface and contour plots. Thus, this
research uses plots of average mean and variance by TPRD and TPRC, and mean by
variance, in order to confirm optimal point.
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Kim’s Method

Figure 35: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (Kim’s Method)
Again the circled points mean averaged across TPRC and TPRD. Figure 35 shows
that label accuracies and variance have positive relation until middle of TPRD and TPRC.
The optimal point takes place at the black circle, where TPRD is 0.524 and TPRC is
0.5987. The plot of mean by variance in Figure 36 also gives a clear optimal point.

Figure 35: Plot of Mean by Variance
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ANNs Method

Figure 37: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (ANNs Method)
Like Kim’s method, the highest label accuracies occur where TPRD is 0.524,
however TPRC is moved to the right. Thus, the optimal point takes place at the black
circle where TPRD is 0.524 and TPRC is 0.9067. The plot of mean by variance in Figure
38 shows the same optimal point.
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Figure 38: Plot of Mean by Variance
The solutions of Kim’s method are the 603rd combination, and the ANNs method is the
1503rd combination. Table 11 shows Kim’s solutions have a higher mean value and lower
variance.
Table 11: Solution of both Method
Method
Kim
ANN

Comb#

TPR_D

TPR_C

FPR_D

FPR_C

603
1503

0.524
0.524

0.5987
0.9067

0.03
0.03

0.07
0.16
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Mean

Variance

0.666694 0.105242
0.547768 0.131611

Comparison output of 2nd ROC curve set
The ROC curves for the CID system are generally determined by the quality of
signals and the selection of the decision threshold [14]. If the 1st set of ROC curves has a
low quality of signal and hence the region of intersection between the target probability
distribution and the clutter probability distribution in the case of detector is relatively
large, the 2nd ROC curve set comes up with high quality of signals. Thus, we can expect
improved ROC curve behaviors and those are demonstrated at Figure 39[4].

Figure 38: ROC Curves for 2nd Experiment Set
As you see, the ROC curves for 2nd set are much better than previous ones in
terms of their high TPR at the same FPR. Right-hand side graph of Figure 39 is used for
this experiment and its range of x-axis (FPR) is (0, .05) for both curves. Due to different
ROC curves we may see very different results as compared with the 1st ROC set [4].
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Label accuracy of Enemy ( P ( E " E ") )
Kim’s Method

Figure 40: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Enemy for 2nd ROC Set
As shown by Figure 40, the highest label accuracy happens when TPRD is around
0.5 and TPRC is around 0.65 and the lowest variance occurs at the northeast quadrant of
the variance model. This output implies an inverse relation between label accuracy and
variance, but we can see much improved mean and variance from 2nd ROC curve set.
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ANNs Method

Figure 41: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Enemy for 2nd ROC Set
Figure 41 shows more complex expected value and variance. The highest label
accuracy happens when TPRC is between 0.45 and 0.6 and the lowest variance occurs at
the northeast quadrant of the variance model. Like Kim’s method, this output indicates an
inverse relationship of label accuracy and variance. Also, we can expect more accurate
output from ANN Method based on Figure 41.
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Comparison between Kim’s method and ANNs Method
In order to evaluate ANN method, this research compares residual plot between
Kim’s method and the ANN method. These plots show that the residuals of Kim’s are
wider than the ANN method, and residuals of the ANN are scattered more constantly.

Figure 42: Residual plots of Kim’s method and the ANN method (Note scales)
Optimal Points
Kim’s method
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Figure 43: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (Kim’s Method)
Figure 43 shows the highest label accuracies by TPRD are distributed where TPRD
is between 0.4 and 0.8. However, the highest label accuracy has a high variance. As
shown by label accuracy by TPRD, the highest label accuracies by TPRC are distributed at
high variance. Thus, we should determine the point which has a high mean and
appropriate variance. The optimal point takes place at the black circle where TPRD is
0.644 and TPRC is 0.7921. The plot of mean by variance in Figure 43 gives the same
optimal point.

Figure 43: Plot of Mean by Variance
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ANNs method

Figure 45: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (ANNs Method)
Like Kim’s method, the highest label accuracies by TPRD occurs where TPRD is
between 0.4 and 0.8. However, the highest label accuracy has a high variance. As shown
by label accuracy by TPRD, the highest label accuracies by TPRC are distributed at the
high variance. Thus, we should determine the point which has a high mean and
appropriate variance. The optimal point takes place at the black circle where TPRD is
0.644 and TPRC is 0.7525. The plot of mean by variance in Figure 46 shows the same
optimal point.
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Figure 46: Plot of Mean by Variance
The solutions of Kim’s method are the 1505th, 1605th and 1705th combinations, and the
ANNs method is the 416th combination. Table12 shows Kim’s solutions have a higher
mean value, also have a higher variance.
Table 12: Solution of both Method
Method
Kim
ANN

Comb#

TPR_D

TPR_C

FPR_D

FPR_C

Mean

Variance

1505
1605
1705
416

0.644
0.644
0.644
0.644

0.7921
0.7921
0.7921
0.7525

0.0025
0.0025
0.0025
0.0025

0.008
0.0085
0.009
0.0075

0.888276
0.888276
0.888276
0.875234

0.038902
0.038902
0.038902
0.038297
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Label accuracy of Friendly ( P( F " F ") )
Kim’s Method

Figure 47: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Friendly for 2nd ROC Set
As shown by Figure 47, the highest label accuracy happens when TPRD is around
0.6 and TPRC is around 1.0 and the lowest variance turns out at the southeast quadrant of
the variance model. There appears to be a negative relationship between label accuracy
and variance. Thus, we can find optimal point more easily than previous label accuracy
for enemy.
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ANNs Method

Figure 48: Surface, Contour Plots for Using the Label Accuracy of Friendly for 2nd ROC Set
Like plots of label accuracy for enemy, the above plots are more complex than
plots of Kim’s method. Figure 48 shows that the highest label accuracy occurs when
TPRD is around 0.5, and TPRC is between 0.95 and 1.0. The lowest variance happens
when TPRD is between 0.5 and 0.6, and TPRC is between 0.95 and 1.0. We need better
expected value and lower variance. Thus, we can say that TPRD between 0.95 and 1.0 and
TPRC between 0.4 and 0.55 are good point for label accuracy of friend. Additionally, we
can expect more accurate output from ANN, based on Figure 48.
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Comparison between Kim’s method and ANNs Method
In order to evaluate ANNs method, this research compares again residual plot
between Kim’s method and ANNs method. These plots show that the residuals of Kim’s
are wider than ANNs method and residuals are much greater for friendly accuracy than
for enemy label accuracy.

Figure 49: Residual plots of Kim’s method and ANNs method
Optimal Points
Kim’s Method

Figure 50: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (Kim’s Method)
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Figure 50 shows the higher label accuracies and the lower variance occurs where
TPRD is 0.5694 and TPRC is 0.9667. Thus, the optimal point takes place at the black
circle that TPRD is 0.5694 and TPRC is 0.9667. The plot of mean by variance in figure 51
shows the same optimal point.

Figure 51: Plot of Mean by Variance
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ANNs Method

Figure 52: Average Mean and Variance by TPRD and TPRC (ANNs Method)
Like Kim’s method, the highest label accuracies and the lower variance occur
where TPRD is 0.5694 and TPRC is 0.9667. Thus, the optimal point takes place at the
black circle that TPRD is 0.5694 and TPRC is 0.9667. The plot of mean by variance in
Figure 53 shows the same optimal point.
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Figure 53: Plot of Mean by Variance
The solutions of Kim’s method are from the 9103rd to the 9903rd combinations, and the
ANNs method is the 9103rd combination. Table 13 shows Kim’s solutions have a higher
mean value, but also have a higher variance.
Table 13: Solution of both Method
Method

Kim

ANN

Comb#

TPR_D

TPR_C

FPR_D

FPR_C

Mean

Variance

9103
9203
9303
9403
9503
9603
9703
9803
9903
9103

0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694
0.5694

0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667
0.9667

0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015

0.046
0.0465
0.047
0.0475
0.048
0.0485
0.049
0.0495
0.05
0.046

0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.868316
0.863001

0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019595
0.019356
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Confirmation Experiments

Map size
# of Enemy
# of Friendly
+
+
+
Original 100
1000
5
40
5
40
Test1
10
100
1
3
1
3
Test2 5000
10000
80
500
80
500
Figure 54: Notional Example of Design Space and the Table of Confirmation Experiments
The second part of the experiment did not suggest an obviously better model
between Kim’s and the ANN. Thus, we need an expanded experiment in order to
determine the better model. The confirmation experiments, with regards to the 1st and 2nd
ROC sets, are performed in different ROI surroundings: (1) a smaller Design space
(Test1) which has small map size, number of enemies and number of friendly, and (2) a
larger Design space (Test2) which has big map size, number of enemies and number of
friendly, that is, ‘Test1’ is a inner design space of original and ‘Test2’ is a outer design
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space of the original problem. This confirmation experiment for two MoPs is conducted
together and values for both methods are also reported together. The confirmation
experiments are performed at two points of the inner spaces (D and F) and two points of
the outer spaces (J and O).
Table 14: Test Points of Confirmation Experiments

Test point Map size # of Enemy # of Friendly
D
100
3
3
F
10
1
1
J
5000
50
80
O
10000
80
80
Confirmation Experiments results of 1st ROC curve Set
Table 15: Output results of 1st ROC curve set

Response Type

Label Accuracy

Model Comb#
D

Label Accuracy for Enemy
Label Accuracy for Friendly

F

J

Ave_Accuracy
O

Kim's

703

0.4086 0.686 0.7175 0.2715

0.5209

ANN

1303 0.4624 0.7073 0.764 0.3227

0.5641

Kim's

603

0.6971 0.596 0.1853 0.194

0.4181

ANN

1503 0.8647 0.7227 0.2796 0.191

0.5145

The blue shaded values are the best performance values (The higher label
accuracy), when we do the confirmation of experiment with two methods (Kim’s and
ANN) for a given design space. In most cases, the ANN method shows better
performance. For the case of label accuracy for enemy, the ANN shows the higher label
accuracies for all test points, additionally, label accuracies for friendly are also higher
except for one case. Thus, the optimal points from ANN are more effective and
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reasonable to the decision makers, though it showed some bad cases for predicting plot,
the ANN would be a better model for the 1st ROC curve set.
Confirmation Experiments results of 2nd ROC curve Set
Table 16: Output results of 2nd ROC curve set
Response Type

Model Comb#
1505
Kim's

1605

Label Accuracy for Enemy
1705
ANN

416
9103
9203
9303
9403

Label Accuracy for
Friendly

Kim's

9503
9603
9703
9803
9903

ANN

9103

Label Accuracy
Ave_Accurac
y
D
F
J
O
0.986 0.971 0.977 0.762
8
2
3
5
0.986 0.970 0.977 0.762
0.9240
2
6
2
1
0.985
0.977 0.761
6
0.97
1
8
0.986 0.970 0.976 0.753
8
3
2
4
0.9217
0.949 0.873 0.504 0.365
4
1
8
9
0.949
0.504 0.365
4
0.873 7
8
0.949
0.504 0.365
3
0.873 5
6
0.949 0.872 0.504 0.365
3
9
4
5
0.949 0.872 0.504 0.365
0.6730
3
9
3
4
0.949 0.872 0.504 0.365
3
9
1
3
0.949 0.872
0.365
2
7
0.504 1
0.949 0.872 0.503
2
7
9
0.365
0.949 0.872 0.503 0.364
2
6
7
9
0.949 0.873 0.504 0.365
4
1
8
9
0.6733

The blue shaded values represent again the best performance values when we do
the confirmation of experiment with two methods for a given design space. In the most
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cases, the ANN showed the higher label accuracies, however, for three cases the ANN
method showed lower label accuracies for enemy. Even if Kim’s method has higher label
accuracy for enemy, the differences between Kim’s and the ANN are very small. Thus,
2nd ROC curve set also suggests the ANN method is the better model.

Summary of experiment results
In this chapter, the experiments were taken in two parts. The first part validated
Kim’s method using analytic method. The second part was carried out using two different
ROC curve sets with the three MoPs and two different methods as explained in previous
chapters. The summary of experiments and results follow;
•

The output analysis shows no difference between simulation and analytic
methods, thus, we can conclude Kim’s model is valid. Though Kim’s simulation
model is brilliant, its logic is complex and takes too much time (MATLAB
running time increases significantly with map size), whereas the analytic method
with ANNs is simple, accurate, and quick regardless of map size.

•

In the case of label accuracy for enemy, the optimal solutions of Kim’s method
gave us the higher expected value and the higher variance. In addition, the
residuals of Kim’s were distributed more widely.

•

In the case of label accuracy for friendly, each ROC curve set showed a different
solution. 1st ROC set gave us a higher expected value and a lower variance for
Kim’s method. 2nd ROC set gave us a lower expected value and also the lower
variance a ANNs method.
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•

In case of label accuracy for clutter, each ROC curve set showed very high label
accuracy and low variances.

•

Based on confirmation experiments, we can say the ANN model works well at 1st
ROC curve set which is a normal ROC curve for classification and a little better
one for detection, and ANNs model works well again at 2nd ROC curve set which
is much improved ROC curves for both but still the detection curve is better than
the classification’s curve.
All results show that the expected value of optimal threshold combination is

higher in the Kim’s method. However, the unexplained variance is also higher as shown
in residual plots. Thus, if we only try to consider mean and variance model with the
controllable variables, then Kim’s model could be a better model for the 1st ROC curve
set. However, output result of 2nd ROC set indicates that ANNs is the better model, since
its variance is smaller, moreover, the confirmation experiments show that the optimal
solutions came from the ANN are more effective and reasonable to the decision makers.
This is because 1st ROC curve is more close to real battlefield. As a result, we can
conclude the ANN method has the better performance for CID modeling.
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V. Summary and Conclusions

Many studies related to CID have the same goal: to maximize combat/mission
effectiveness while reducing total casualties due to enemy action and collateral damage
[4]. The objectives of this research were: (1) validation of Kim’s simulation method
applying an analytic method and (2) comparing the two models with three measures of
performance (label accuracy for enemy, friendly, and clutter). Considering the features of
CID, input variables were defined as two controllable (threshold combination of detector
and classifier) and three uncontrollable (map size, number of enemies and friendly).
For CID modeling this research employed the following assumptions: (1) each
detector and classifier occupies a predetermined ROC curve, (2) a neutral force and
civilian are in the clutter, (3) there are three characteristics in a virtual ROI such as:
enemy object, a friendly object, and clutter, (4) all entities have to be declared one of
these and no entity can be non-declared [4].
The first set of experiments considers Kim’s method using an analytical method.
In order to create response variables, Kim’s method uses Monte Carlo simulation. The
output results showed no difference between simulation and the theoretical method.
Kim’s simulation logic is complex and takes too much time, whereas the analytic method
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is simple, accurate and quick regardless of design space size. Thus, we can say simulation
method is not necessary if analytic solution is possible, although Kim’s model is valid.
The second set of experiments compared the measures of performance (Label
accuracy for enemy, friendly and clutter) between Kim’s and ANNs method. To find
optimal combinations of threshold, Kim’s model uses regression with a combined array
design, whereas the ANNs method uses ANN with a crossed array design. In the case of
label accuracy for enemy, Kim’s solution showed the higher expected value, however it
also showed a higher variance. Additionally, the differences between actual plot and
predicted plot were high for Kim’s model. This leads to an unexplained variance.

Figure 55: The Movement of the optimal points for Each Techniques (Label Accuracy for Enemy)
The optimal points for Kim’s detector and classifier in Figure 55 moved to the
points which allow higher TPR with lower FPR (northwest direction), however, the
optimal points for ANNs method moved to a point which has lower TPR with lower FPR.
For the detector, the optimal points occur where TPRD is between 0.5 and 0.65, since the
higher TPRD also has the higher FPR. For the classifier, the optimal points did not occur
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at the highest TPRC. The expected values of label accuracy for enemy are always higher
for Kim’s model, but the variances are also higher. Thus, in the case of enemy label
accuracy, if the decision maker prefers a higher expected value, then Kim’s model would
be a better model, however, if the decision maker prefers the lower variance, ANNs
model would be a better model.

Figure 56: The Movement of the optimal points for Each Techniques (Label Accuracy for Friendly)
The optimal points for both Kim’s and ANNs detector and classifier in Figure 56
moved to the points which allow higher TPR with lower FPR (northwest direction). For
the detector, the optimal points occur where TPRD is between 0.5 and 0.6, though a
higher TPRD has a lower FPR compared with 1st ROC curve set. For the classifier, the
optimal points occur at the highest TPRC regardless of models. 1st ROC set gave a higher
expected value and a lower variance for Kim’s model, and 2nd ROC set gave a lower
expected value with small difference and the lower variance for ANNs model. Thus, in
the case of friendly label accuracy, Kim’s model would be a better model for the normal
ROC curve set, however, ANNs model would be a better model for the improved ROC
curve set.
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Confirmation of experiments suggests a more detailed evaluation for both models.
Based on Table 15 and 16 of Chapter 4, the ANN model showed a better performance for
the 1st ROC set, and the 2nd ROC set. Thus, the ANN method would be the better model
compared with Kim’s model, since confirmation experiments show that the optimal
solutions came from the ANN are more effective and reasonable to the decision makers.
As a result, we can conclude the ANN method performs better in CID modeling.
In conclusion, if an analytic solution is possible then simulation is not necessary.
The evaluation of a CID model could be changed by setting of design space and
preference of decision maker. This is because a CID model of higher expected value does
not guarantee a lower variance and measures of performance on CID vary by
circumstances of the battlefield.
For further research, we can apply a new model for CID, since this research only
considered one new method for modeling. Though this paper simplifies Kim’s simulation
using an analytic method and suggests a new prediction model for CID, the area for CID
research is still ripe for experimentation, since we can apply a multitude of different
factors (signal and decision factors) in the ROC curve [4].
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB® CODE

A. Analytic model
% This Thesis Code is made by the author.
function[TagforReg,Tag, cvector,dvector,evector] = Analytic()

howmany = 1;
%%%
% %threshold = [.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1; 0.8 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.995 1; .1
.2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1; 0.3 0.52 0.7 0.8 0.85 0.89 0.92 0.95 0.97 1 ];
%
threshold = [.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1; 0.8 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.995 1; .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
.6 .7 .8 .9 1; 0.8 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.995 1 ];
%
%
a = [0 threshold(1,:)]';
%
b = [0 threshold(2,:)]';
%
c = a;
%
d = [0 threshold(4,:)]';
%
A=[]; B=[]; C=[]; D=[];
%
%
for i = 1:10
%
for j = 1:10
%
aa(j,i)=a(i) + ((a(i+1)-a(i))/10)*j;
%
bb(j,i)=b(i) + ((b(i+1)-b(i))/10)*j;
%
dd(j,i)=d(i) + ((d(i+1)-d(i))/10)*j;
%
end
%
A = [A;aa(:,i)];
%
B = [B;bb(:,i)];
%
D = [D;dd(:,i)];
%
end
%
C=A;
%
threshold_d = [A,B];
%
threshold_c = [C,D];
load 'new_threshold.mat' threshold_d;
load 'new_threshold.mat' threshold_c;
D = fullfact([100 100 2 2 2 2]);
avector = threshold_d(:,2); %TPR for Dec
bvector = threshold_c(:,2); %TPR for Class
cvector = [100 1000]'; %Map size
%=========================================================================
dvector = [5 40]'; %number of enemy
evector = [5 40]'; %number of friend
fvector = threshold_d(:,1); %FPR for Dec
gvector = threshold_c(:,1); %FPR for Class
F = D(:,1);
G = D(:,2);
%

F = D(:,1)/size(threshold_d,1);
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%
%

G = D(:,2)/size(threshold_c,1);

D = [D,F,G];

for i=1:size(D,1) %sets with test values
D(i,1)=avector(D(i,1),1);
D(i,2)=bvector(D(i,2),1);
D(i,3)=cvector(D(i,3),1);
D(i,4)=dvector(D(i,4),1);
D(i,5)=evector(D(i,5),1);
D(i,7)=fvector(D(i,7),1);
D(i,8)=gvector(D(i,8),1);
end
AnalyticY= [];
for i =1:size(D,1)
% Label accuracy for Enemy
Acc1(i) =
((D(i,1)*D(i,2)*D(i,4)/D(i,3))/(D(i,1)*D(i,2)*D(i,4)/D(i,3)+D(i,1)*D(i,8)*D(i,5)/D(i,3)+D(i,7)*0.5*(D(i,3)
-D(i,4)-D(i,5))/D(i,3)))';
% Label accuracy for Friendly
Acc2(i) = ((D(i,1)*(1-D(i,8))*D(i,5)/D(i,3)))/((D(i,1)*(1-D(i,8))*D(i,5)/D(i,3))+(D(i,1)*(1D(i,2))*D(i,4)/D(i,3))+(D(i,7)*0.5*(D(i,3)-D(i,4)-D(i,5))/D(i,3)))';
% Label accuracy for Clutter
Acc3(i) = ((1-D(i,7))*(D(i,3)-D(i,4)-D(i,5))/D(i,3))/((1-D(i,7))*(D(i,3)-D(i,4)-D(i,5))/D(i,3)+(1D(i,1))*0.5*D(i,4)/D(i,3)+(1-D(i,1))*0.5*D(i,5)/D(i,3))';
end
save('Acc1','Acc1');
save('Acc2','Acc2');
save('Acc3','Acc3');

B. Regression
% This Thesis Code is made by Kim (2007). And the author used it for this research
%inputs are A, Response, and Vnames
%it doesnn't matter if A has leading ones

<----------user input

clc;
clear Bhat Yhat e SSres MSres SSreg MSreg SSt Fo Fstat alpha C H X r d;
clear ePRESS Si2 Rstud t nvector groupnum Ybarvector SSpe ANOVA Xhatp;
clear Yhatp U Z xi xerror yerror Tcrit BoxCoxusedlamda BoxCoxusedlog;
clear leveragepoints Cooks DFFITS Cooksinfluence DFFITSinfluence;
clear DFBETASinfluence DFBETAS DFBETAcountries V R Z Rstud ePRESS;
clear Yhata PRESS;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Switches
GRAPHS=1;% 0 is off
<----------user input
BOXCOX=0;% 0 is off
<----------user input
ALLREG=0;% 0 is off
<----------user input
LofFit=0;% 0 is off
<----------user input
Warnng=0;% 0 is off
<----------user input
GENLSQ=0;% 0 is off
<----------user input
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%add a column of ones to A if it needs one and get sizes of A (n by p)
Y=Response;
n=size(A,1);
if A(:,1)~=ones(n,1)
A=[ones(n,1) A];
end
p=size(A,2);
globalp=p;
Filter = int8(ones(1,p));

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%Filter out certain regressors - uncomment to "eliminate"
Filter(1,1)=0;% filter B0
<----------user input*
Filter(1,2)=0;% filter B1
<----------user input
Filter(1,3)=0;% filter B2
<----------user input*
Filter(1,4)=0;% filter B3
<----------user input*
Filter(1,5)=0;% filter B4
<----------user input
Filter(1,6)=0;% filter B5
<----------user input*
Filter(1,7)=0;% filter B6
<----------user input
Filter(1,8)=0;% filter B7
<----------user input
X=A;
for i=p:-1:1
if Filter(1,i)==0
X(:,i) = [];
end
end
p=size(X,2);

explist=ones(1,p);
Xform=int8(zeros(1,p));
%Pick regressors to transform - uncomment to Xform via Box-Tidwell
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Do not transform x0 via Box Tidwell
%
Xform(1,2)=1;% Xforms x1 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,3)=1;% Xforms x2 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,4)=1;% Xforms x3 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,5)=1;% Xforms x4 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,6)=1;% Xforms x5 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,7)=1;% Xforms x6 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%
Xform(1,8)=1;% Xforms x7 via Box-Tidwell
<----------user input
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if Warnng==0
warning off;
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%General Least Squares
if GENLSQ==1
Save=X;
V=cov(X');
invV=(V)^-1;
Bhatz=((X'*invV*X)^-1)*X'*invV*Y;
K=(V)^.5;% <--------- if covariances are negative, sqrts will be imaginary.
Bee=((K)^-1)*X;
bigZ=Bee*Bhatz; % <-------------also imaginary
SSresz=bigZ'*bigZ-Bhatz'*Bee'*bigZ;
MSresz=SSresz/(n-p);
SSregz=Bhatz'*Bee'*bigZ;
MSregz=SSregz/(p-1);
SStz=bigZ'*bigZ;
%Calculate F statistic for model
alpha=.90;
Foz=MSregz/MSresz;
Fstatz=finv(alpha,p-1,n-p);
Fpvaluez=1-fcdf(Foz,p-1,n-p);
%R-squared
R2z=SSregz/SStz;
R2adjz=1-(SSresz/(n-p))/(SStz/(n-1));
%Build table (see pg 80 in book for explanation)
glmANOVA=zeros(4,6);
glmANOVA(1,1)=SSregz; glmANOVA(1,2)=p-1; glmANOVA(1,3)=MSregz;
glmANOVA(1,4)=Foz; glmANOVA(1,5)=Fpvaluez;
glmANOVA(2,1)=SSresz; glmANOVA(2,2)=n-p; glmANOVA(2,3)=MSresz;
glmANOVA(3,1)=SStz; glmANOVA(3,2)=n-1;
glmANOVA(4,1)=R2z; glmANOVA(4,2)=R2adjz;

clear invV K Bee;
X=Save;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%transformations on X -BoxTidwell
alpha=.9;%
<----------user input
y=Y;
leading=ones(n,1);
for i=1:p
if Xform(1,i)==1
x=[leading, X(:,i)];
px=size(x,2);
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a=1;
olda=10;
while abs(olda-a)>.00005
%step 1
bhat=((x'*x)\eye(px))*x'*y;
yhat=x*bhat;
C=(x'*x)\eye(px);
SSres=y'*y-bhat'*x'*y;
MSres=SSres/(n-px);
To=abs(bhat(px,1)/sqrt(MSres*C(px,px)));
Tcrit=tinv((alpha+(1-alpha)/2),n-px);
%step 2
w=x(:,px).*log(x(:,px));
xw=[x,w];
%step 3
bhatw=((xw'*xw)\eye(px+1))*xw'*y;
yhatw=xw*bhatw;
%step 4
Cx=(xw'*xw)\eye(px+1);
SSresx=y'*y-bhatw'*xw'*y;
MSresx=SSresx/(n-(px+1));
Tox=abs(bhatw(px+1,1)/sqrt(MSresx*Cx(px+1,px+1)));
Tcritx=tinv((alpha+(1-alpha)/2),n-(px+1));
%step 5
if To>Tcrit && Tox>Tcritx
a=bhatw(px+1,1)/bhat(px,1)+a;
else
olda=a;
end
%step 6
x(:,px)=x(:,px).^a;
end
explist(1,i)=a;
end
end
for i=1:p
explist(1,i)=round(explist(1,i)*2)/2;
if explist(1,i)>2
explist(1,i)=2;
end
if explist(1,i)<(-2)
explist(1,i)=(-2);
end
end
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for i=1:p
X(:,i)=X(:,i).^explist(1,i);
end
clear x y olda To Tcrit Tox Tcritx w Cx bhatw;
clear MSresx SSresx MSres SSres yhatw bhat a xw yhat;
clear Xform leading %explist;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%transformations on Y -BoxCox
if BOXCOX==1
lamda=linspace(-2,2,21);
lp=size(lamda,2);
ydot=exp((1/n)*sum(log(Y)));
for i=1:lp
if lamda(1,i)~=0
ytemp=(Y.^lamda(1,i)-1)./(lamda(1,i).*ydot^(lamda(1,i)-1));
else
ytemp=ydot.*log(Y);
end
bhat=((X'*X)\eye(p))*X'*ytemp;
yhat=X*bhat;
C=inv(X'*X);
SSreslamda(1,i)=ytemp'*ytemp-bhat'*X'*ytemp;
end
lmin=min(SSreslamda);
for i=1:lp
if SSreslamda(1,i)==lmin
location=i;
end
end
if lmin~=0
Y=(Y.^lamda(1,location)-1)/lamda(1,location);
BoxCoxusedlamda=lamda(1,location)
else
Y=log(Y);
BoxCoxusedlog=1
end
if GRAPHS==1
figure(1)
scatter(lamda,SSreslamda,'or', 'MarkerFaceColor','c');
xlabel('Power Transformation Parameter Lamda');
ylabel('SS_r_e_s'); title('SS_r_e_s vs. Lambda');
end
end
clear lp lmin ytemp location bhat yhat SSreslamda lamda ydot;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%fit model
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Bhat=((X'*X)\eye(p))*X'*Y;
Yhat=X*Bhat;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%All possible regressions (p counts the intercept)
if ALLREG==1
clear All Nines Btemp mm nn U pall Bhata;
AllReg=zeros(1,p);
for i=1:p
cmb=combntns(1:p,i);
mm=size(cmb,1);
nn=size(cmb,2);
Btemp=zeros(mm,p);
for j=1:mm
for k=1:nn
Btemp(j,cmb(j,k))=1;
end
end
AllReg=[AllReg;Btemp];
end
clear mm nn;
mm=size(AllReg,1);
nn=size(AllReg,2);
U=X; %U holds the original X
for i=1:mm
for j=nn:-1:1
if AllReg(i,j)==0
X(:,j) = [];
end
end
pall=size(X,2);
Bhata=((X'*X)\eye(pall))*X'*Y;
Yhata=X*Bhata;
e=Y-Yhata;
H=X*((X'*X)\eye(pall))*X';
for s=1:n
ePRESS(s,1)=(e(s,1)/(1-H(s,s)))^2;
end
All(i,1)=Bhata'*X'*Y -(Y'*ones(n,1))^2/n;
%SSreg
All(i,2)=Y'*Y-Bhata'*X'*Y;
%SSres
All(i,3)=All(i,1)+All(i,2);
%SSt
All(i,4)=All(i,1)/All(i,3);
%R2
All(i,5)=1-(All(i,2)/(n-pall))/(All(i,3)/(n-1));
%R2adj
All(i,6)=sum(ePRESS);
%PRESS
X=U;
end
X=U; %reset X
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numrgs=sum(AllReg')';
tempM=ones(1,6);
PandR2s=zeros(1,3);
for i=1:p
k=1;
for j=1:mm
if numrgs(j,1)==i
tempM(k,:)=All(j,:);
k=k+1;
end
end
pickbiggest=max(tempM ,[] ,1);
PandR2s(i,1)=i;
%the # of parameters used
PandR2s(i,2)=pickbiggest(1,4); %R2
PandR2s(i,3)=pickbiggest(1,5); %R2adj
end
if GRAPHS==1
figure(2)
plot(PandR2s(:,1),PandR2s(:,2),'r:o')
hold on
plot(PandR2s(:,1),PandR2s(:,3),'b:+')
hold off
xlabel('Number of Regression Coeficients');
ylabel('R^2'); title('R^2 vs. Number of Regression Coefficients');
legend('R^2','R^2 Adj.',2);
end
Nines=ones(mm,1)*9999999;
All=[AllReg,Nines,All];
else
clear All;
end
clear nn mm nopt i j k Bhata Nines U pall cmb AllReg Btemp numrgs tempM;
clear pickbiggest PandR2s;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%perform ANOVA
alpha=.95;%
<----------user input
C=(X'*X)\eye(p);
SSres=Y'*Y-Bhat'*X'*Y;
MSres=SSres/(n-p);
SSreg=Bhat'*X'*Y-(Y'*ones(n,1))^2/n;
MSreg=SSreg/(p-1);
SSt=SSreg+SSres;
%Calculate F statistic for model
Fo=MSreg/MSres;
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Fstat=finv(alpha,p-1,n-p);
Fpvalue=1-fcdf(Fo,p-1,n-p);
%Perform marginal T test for each Bhat
for i=1:p
To(i,1)=Bhat(i,1)/sqrt(MSres*C(i,i));
StdErr(i,1)=sqrt(MSres*C(i,i));
Tcrit(i,1)=tinv((alpha+(1-alpha)/2),n-p);
Tpvalue(i,1)=2*(1-tcdf(abs(To(i,1)),n-p));
end
%R-squared
R2=SSreg/SSt;
R2adj=1-(SSres/(n-p))/(SSt/(n-1));

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%Multicollinearity
Z=X;
Z(:,1)=[];
invR=corr(Z)\eye(p-1);
VIF=zeros(p,1);
for i=1:p-1
VIF(i+1,1)= invR(i,i);
end

for i=1:p
CIforBhat(i,1)=Bhat(i,1)-tinv((alpha+(1-alpha)/2),n-p)*sqrt(MSres*C(i,i));
CIforBhat(i,2)=Bhat(i,1);
CIforBhat(i,3)=Bhat(i,1)+tinv((alpha+(1-alpha)/2),n-p)*sqrt(MSres*C(i,i));
end
%Build table (see pg 80 in book for explanation)
ANOVA=zeros(5+p,6);
ANOVA(1,1)=SSreg; ANOVA(1,2)=p-1; ANOVA(1,3)=MSreg; ANOVA(1,4)=Fo;
ANOVA(1,5)=Fpvalue;
ANOVA(2,1)=SSres; ANOVA(2,2)=n-p; ANOVA(2,3)=MSres;
ANOVA(3,1)=SSt; ANOVA(3,2)=n-1;
ANOVA(4,1)=R2; ANOVA(4,2)=R2adj;
for i=1:p
ANOVA(5+i,1)=Bhat(i,1);
ANOVA(5+i,2)=StdErr(i,1);
ANOVA(5+i,3)=To(i,1);
ANOVA(5+i,4)=Tcrit(i,1);
ANOVA(5+i,5)=Tpvalue(i,1);
%
ANOVA(5+i,6)=VIF(i,1);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear n p Filter Si2 SSres MSres SSreg MSreg SSt Fo Fstat ePRESS i r d t;
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clear alpha disp residuals H Fpvalue C R2 R2adj dfssres dfsspe dfsslof;
clear nvector ttlvector Ybarvector m j N groupnum counter lofFo e;
clear lofFpvalue SSlof SSpe StdErr To Tstat Tpvalue Bhat Rstud I VIF;
clear invR Tcrit X LofFit ALLREG BOXCOX GRAPHS globalp Warnng jvector;
clear DFFITS Cooks GENLSQ Foz Fpvaluez SStz SSresz SSregz MSresz MSregz;
clear Yhata Bhata Fstatz R2z R2adjz Save s;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
warning on;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

C. Crossed Array Design
% This Thesis Code is made by Kim (2007). And the author used it for this research
%function [mean, variance, SN] = crossarray()
r = 2^4; % 3 noise factors with 2 levels
cross = zeros(size(Response,1)/r,r+4);

%=========================================== Make cross arry response
for i = 1: size(Response,1)/r
for j = 1: r
cross(i,j) = Response(i+10000*(j-1));
end
i
end

%=========================================== Make mean, variance, and S|N
for i = 1: size(Response,1)/r
cross(i,r+1) = sum(cross(i,1:r))/r;
cross(i,r+2) = var(cross(i,1:r));
for j = 1: r
y_sq(i,j) = 1 / cross(i,j)^2;
y_sq2(i,j) = cross(i,j)^2;
end

cross(i,r+3) = -10*log10(1/r*(sum(y_sq(i,1:r))));
cross(i,r+4) = 10*log10(1/r*(sum(y_sq2(i,1:r))));
i
end
%============Plotting=================================================
new_cross = [Tag(1:10000,1:2),cross(:,9:12)];
x3 = new_cross(1:100,1);
x4 = [];
for i = 1:100
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b = i*100-99;
c = new_cross(b,2);
x4 = [x4;c];
end

D. Artificial Neural Network
% This Thesis Code is made by author
%ANN for Thesis

T1 = [T1']; % Taget of Mean
P1 = cross(:,17);
P1 = [P1']; % Input Mean

MyNN1 = newff(minmax(P1),[hidden layer,1],{'logsig' 'logsig'});
MyNN1.trainParam.epochs =1000;
[MyNN1] = train(MyNN1,P1,T1);
MyNN1.IW{:,:}
MyNN1.LW{:,:}
MyNN1.b{:,:}
YTrained_Mean = sim(MyNN1,P1);
% Mean and variance model
for t = 1:size(x3,1)
for r = 1:size(x4,1)
z(t,r) = (YTrained_Mean(t+100*(r-1)))';
v(t,r) = (YTrained_Variance(t+100*(r-1)))';
end
end
figure(1)
surf(x4,x3,z)
title('Mean Model Surface','fontsize',20)
xlabel('TPR_C','fontsize',20)
ylabel('TPR_D','fontsize',20)
zlabel('Label Accuracy','fontsize',20)
figure(2)
surf(x4,x3,v)
title('Variance Surface','fontsize',20)
xlabel('TPR_C','fontsize',20)
ylabel('TPR_D','fontsize',20)
zlabel('Variance','fontsize',20)
figure(3)
contour(x4,x3,z,500)
title('Contour Plot for Mean Model','fontsize',20)
xlabel('TPR_C','fontsize',20)
ylabel('TPR_D','fontsize',20)
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figure(4)
contour(x4,x3,v,500)
title('Contour Plot for Variance Surface','fontsize',20)
xlabel('TPR_C','fontsize',20)
ylabel('TPR_D','fontsize',20)
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APPENDIX B: ROC THRESHOLD DATA FILE
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